Abstract. We give an explicit geometric way to build ideal mixedinteger programming (MIP) formulations for unions of polyhedra. The construction is simply described in terms of the normal directions of all hyperplanes spanned (in a r-dimensional linear space) by a set of directions determined by the extreme points shared among the alternatives. The resulting MIP formulation is ideal, and has exactly r integer variables and 2ˆp# of spanning hyperplanesq general inequality constraints. We use this result to derive novel logarithmic-sized ideal MIP formulations for discontinuous piecewise linear functions and the annulus constraint arising in robotics and power systems problems.
Introduction
Consider a disjunctive set Ť d i"1 S i , where each S i Ă R n is a rational polyhedra. Disjunctive constraints of the form x P Ť d i"1 S i abound in optimization: they are useful, for example, to model nonlinearities [7, 17] or discrete logic imposed by complex processes [2, 18] . Therefore, we would like a way to represent these constraints in such a way that we can efficiently optimize over them. Additionally, we would like to do this in a composable way, as disjunctive constraints frequently arise as substructures in large, complex optimization problems.
Mixed-integer programming (MIP) offers one such solution. MIP formulations are useful because there are sophisticated algorithms-and corresponding high-quality software implementations-that can optimize over these representations efficiently in practice [3, 11] . Furthermore, combining MIP formulations for different substructures is trivial, and so this technology can be marshalled for very complex and large-scale optimization problems.
Our contribution in this work is an explicit geometric construction for strong MIP formulations of disjunctive sets. In particular, we give a constructive geometric description for the convex hull of a particularly structured set corresponding to the "embedding" of a disjunctive set in a higher-dimensional space. By carefully choosing how we do this embedding, we will be able to apply the main technical result to construct small, strong MIP formulations for certain disjunctive constraints of broad interest.
Preliminaries
Although predicting the relative performance of different MIP formulations is a difficult task, two properties that tend to correlate strongly with good computational performance are strength and small size. A MIP formulation for
n is given by its LP relaxation R Ď R n`r , where Proj x pR X pR nˆZr" Ť d i"1 S i . In this work, we focus exclusively on ideal formulations, where the extreme points of the LP relaxation are naturally integral: extpRq Ď R nˆZr . Ideal formulations are the strongest possible formulations in terms of the LP relaxation, and tend to perform very well computationally (see [20] for a more detailed discussion). Additionally, we will seek formulations that are small, requiring few additional variables and constraints. More concretely, we will endeavor to build formulations with few integer variables r (ideally, logarithmic in d), and few general inequality constraints (i.e. those not equivalent to variable bounds). 
Combinatorial disjunctive constraints
We will focus on the subclass of disjunctive constraints known as combinatorial disjunctive constraints [8] . In particular, we assume that each alternative is a face of the unit simplex
. Formally, this means we consider disjunctive constraints of the form
notationally as the collection of subsets corresponding to each alternative. This class of disjunctive constraints is far more expressive than it may appear at first glance. Suppose you have an arbitrary disjunctive constraint Ť d i"1 S i , presuming for the moment that each S i is bounded. If you take each T i " extpS i q as the set of extreme points of S i , then
In other words, we can adapt a formulation for Ť d i"1 P pT i q to one for Ť d i"1 S i by introducing auxiliary convex multiplier variables λ P ∆ V . Note that we can easily generalize this to the case where the alternatives S i are unbounded (provided standard representability conditions hold [20] ); see Section 3.1 for an example.
Because of their expressiveness, we focus in the remainder on building MIP formulations for combinatorial disjunctive constraints. To simplify our discussion, we will assume without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) that V " n def " t1, 2, . . . , nu.
The embedding approach
We construct formulations for combinatorial disjunctive constraints through the embedding approach [19] , which works as follows. 
Proof. Follows as a straightforward extension of [19, Proposition 1] .
[ \ We present two encodings that we will make repeated use of later.
Definition 2. Take the matrices K s and C s defined via the recursive sequence
where u b v " uv T P R mˆn for any u P R m and v P R n , and revpAq reverses the rows of the matrix A. For d P N and r " rlog 2 pdqs, the binary reflected Gray encoding H 
The main result
To use an embedding formulation in practice, we need an explicit outer (inequality) description of QpT , Hq. Our main technical result provides just such a description, hinging on the computation of a particular set of spanning hyperplanes. This result generalizes those of Huchette and Vielma [9, 19] , which only apply to the special case where T " pti, i`1uq
e. the SOS2 constraint of Beale and Tomlin [1] ). These existing results have been used to produce the family of "logarithmic" MIP formulations for the SOS2 constraint which have proven computational efficacy [9, 20, 22, 23] . 
-the set of difference directions C " tc
If dimpspanpCqq " dimpHq, then pλ, zq P QpT , Hq if and only if
Proof. We start by taking B " extpQpT , Hqq " pe w , h j qˇˇw P T j ( as the set of all extreme points. It is straightforward to show that each pλ, zq P QpT , Hq satisfies (1). Take some pλ,ẑq " pe w , h j q P B. Clearly (1b) is satisfied, and we have that for each k P Γ ,
where the inequality follows as w P T j . An identical argument follows for the other inequality in (1a). This implies that each pλ, zq P QpT , Hq satisfies (1), giving one direction of the characterization.
For the other direction, let F be a facet of QpP, Hq. By possibly adding or subtracting multiples of ř n i"1 λ i " 1 and the equations defining affpHq, we may assume w.l.o.g. that F is induced byã¨λ ďb¨y for some pã,bq P R n`r . As F is a facet, it is supported by some strict nonempty subsetB Ĺ B. TakeD "
In particular, we see thatb¨c i,j " 0 for each c i,j PC, as if pi, jq PD, this implies that there is some v P n wherebyã¨e v "b¨h i "b¨h j . As F is a proper face, we know that there is some point in B not supporting F , w.l.o.g. pe 1 , h 1 q P BzB. We will take all the remaining extreme points as
Case 1: dimpspanpCqq " dimpspanpCqq In this case, we show that F corresponds to a variable bound on a single component of λ. AsC Ď C and dimpspanpCqq " dimpspanpCqq, we conclude that spanpCq " spanpCq " L. Thenb P L K , as b KC. Furthermore, L is the linear space parallel to affpHq. Therefore, we can w.l.o.g. presume thatb " 0 r , as (1b) constrains z P affpHq. We observe thatã ‰ 0 n , as otherwise this would correspond to the vacuous inequality 0 ď 0, which is not a proper face. We now show thatã has exactly one nonzero element. Assume for contradiction that this is not the case, andã p ,ã q ă 0 for some p, q P n (any strictly positive components will not yield a valid inequality for B). This would imply that pe p , h j q P B ‹ for each j P d such that p P T j , and similarly that pe q , h j q P B ‹ for each j P d wherein q P T j . However, we could then perform the simple tiltingã q Ð 0 to construct a distinct face with strictly larger support, as now pe q , h j q is supported by the corresponding face for each j such that q P T j . Furthermore, as this new constraint does not support pe p , h j q for each j such that p P T j , the new face is proper, and thus contradicts the original face F being a facet. Therefore, we can normalize the coefficients tõ a "´e p , giving a variable bound constraint on a component of λ which appears in the restriction λ P ∆ n in (1b).
Case 2: dimpspanpCqq " dimpspanpCqq´1 The fact that b KC, along with the dimensionality ofC, implies that M pb; Lq " spanpCq is a hyperplane in L. This means we can assume w.l.o.g. thatb " sb i for some i P Γ and s P t´1,`1u. We then compute for each v P n that either a v " min j:vPT j tb i¨hj u if s "`1, or a v "´max j:vPT j tb i¨hj u if s "´1. Therefore, this facet is included in (1a). Case 3: dimpspanpCqq ă dimpspanpCqq´1 We will show that this case cannot occur if F is a general inequality facet. In fact, observe that if, e i R Proj λ pBq, thenã¨λ ďb¨z is either equal to, or dominated by, the variable bound λ i ě 0. Therefore, we assume that Proj λ pBq " te i u n i"1 for the remainder. Presume for contradiction that it is indeed the case that F is a facet and dimpspanpCqq ă dimpspanpCqq´1. First, we show that B ‹ ‰ H. If this where not the case, thenB " Bztpe 1 , h 1 qu, and hence for each pi, jq P DzD, it must be that i " 1 and T 1 X T j " t1u. Then there exists J Ď t2, . . . , du such that
Without loss of generality we may assume that J " t 2, . . . , k u. Then by noting that c 1,j " h
and the linear space L "
By definition of B ‹ , pã,bq P relintpKq (taken relative to R nˆL ). Next, we show that dimpLq ą 1. To show this, we start by instead studying
. We can readily observe that L 1 " Proj b pLq. Furthermore, as Proj a pBq " te i u n i"1 from the argument at the beginning of the case, we conclude that the set ta : pa, bq P Lu is a singleton. In other words, the values for a are completely determined by the values for b in L. From this, we conclude that dimpLq " dimpL 1 q. From the definition of L 1 , we see that L 1 and spanpCq form an orthogonal decomposition of L. Therefore, dimpLq " dimpL 1 q`dimpspanpCqq. Recalling that dimpLq " dimpspanpCqq, and that we are assuming that dimpspanpCqq ă dimpspanpCqq´1, we have that dimpLq " dimpL 1 q " dimpLq´dimpspanpCqq " dimpspanpCqq´dimpspanpCqq ą 1, giving the result.
We now show that K X L is pointed. To see this, presume for contradiction that there exists a nonzero pâ,bq such that pâ,bq, p´â,´bq P K X L. However, this would imply thatâ¨e v "b¨h j for all pe v , h j q PB Y B ‹ . Because B ‹ ‰ H, this implies thatâ¨λ ďb¨z is a face strictly containing the facet F , and so must be a non-proper face (i.e. it is additionally supported by pe 1 , h 1 q and hence by every point in B). However, this would imply thatb¨c " 0 for all c P C, and as L " spanpCq, this would necessitate thatb P L K . Asb P L from the definition of K, it follows thatb " 0 r . However, this would imply thatâ¨λ " 0 is valid for B, which cannot be the case unlessâ " 0 n , a contradiction. Therefore, K X L is pointed.
As dimpLq ą 1, we can take some two-dimensional linear subspace L 2 Ď L such that pã,bq P L 2 . As pã,bq P L X relintpKq, it follows that pã,bq P L 2 X relintpKq as well. Similarly, as K X L is pointed, it follows that
.Therefore, a minimal description for it includes the equalities that define L 2 , along with exactly two nonempty-face-inducing inequality constraints from the definition of K. Add the single strict inequalityK 2 " K 2 X pa, bq P R nˆLˇa¨e1 ă b¨h 1 ( . As a¨e 1 ăb¨h 1 and pã,bq P K 2 , it follows thatK 2 is nonempty and also 2-dimensional, and can be described using only the linear equations defining L 2 , the strict inequality a¨e 1 ă b¨h 1 , and at least one (and potentially two) of the inequalities previously used to describe K 2 . Select one of the defining nonemptyface-inducing inequalities given by a¨e v ď b¨h j , where pe v , h j q P B ‹ . Now construct the restriction S "
. As a¨e v ď b¨h j induces a non-empty face on the coneK 2 , S is nonempty. Furthermore, we see that any pâ,bq P S will correspond to a valid inequalityâ¨λ ďb¨z for B with strictly greater support than our original faceã¨λ ďb¨z. In particular, we see that pe v , h j q P B ‹ , i.e.ã¨e v ăb¨h j , but by constructionâ¨e v "b¨h j . Additionally, sinceâ¨e 1 ăb¨h 1 , the corresponding face is proper, which implies that F cannot be a facet, a contradiction.
[ \ We can present a straightforward sufficient condition that ensures that the dimensionality conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied.
Proof. The result follows by showing that L " affpHq´h 1 . For simplicity, takȇ D " pi, jq P rds 2ˇT i X T j ‰ H ( as the version of D with all parallel edges added. To show that spanpCq Ď affpHq´h 1 , take some z P spanpCq, and so there exist multipliers γ i,j such that z " ř pi,jqPD γ i,j ph i´hj q "
show that the ℓ " r term in the sum produces the desired´h 1 term), and so therefore z P spanpCq, as each pt k , t k`1 q PD. This shows the result. Additionally, we note that the choice of h 1 to subtract from affpHq was arbitrary.
[ \ 3 Applications of the main result
Univariate piecewise linear functions (continuous or discontinuous)
We can apply Theorem 1 to construct small, strong MIP formulations for univariate piecewise linear functions that have a sufficiently long continuous sub-piece. This application includes as special cases the existing best-of-breed MIP formulations for continuous piecewise linear functions (the "logarithmic" formulation of Vielma and Nemhauser [21, 23] and the "zig-zag" formulation of Huchette and Vielma [9] ), and improves upon standard formulations described in [22] for discontinuous piecewise linear functions. Consider a lower semi-continuous univariate piecewise linear function
We can model its epigraph as a union of polyhedra:
To formulate this set, [22] duplicates the λ variables for each interior breakpoint
If rpiq " t1`i{2u and spiq " ri{2s, this takes the form epipf q " ÿ 2d
where we have constrained λ to satisfy the standard SOS2 constraint on 2d breakpoints. However, this approach is inefficient as it unnecessarily duplicates breakpoints where f is continuous (i.e. where a i t i`1`bi " a i`1 t i`1`bi`1 ). We can remove this redundancy by considering the family of sets
We can then identify the ground set
where κ is the number of discontinuous breakpoints, i.e. those i P d where
Provided that f has a sufficiently long continuous sub-piece, we can construct a logarithmically-sized ideal MIP formulation for epipf q. Proposition 3. Take d " 2 r for some integer r ě 2, and assume that f is continuous on the interval rt d{4`1 , t d{2`1 s, inclusive of the endpoints. [ \ Applying one of the existing logarithmic formulations for the SOS2 constraint in (2) yields a formulation with the same number of binary variables and general inequalities as (3). However, the formulation based on (2) will have 2d continuous variables even if the number of discontinuous breakpoints κ is small or even zero (cf. the d`1`κ continuous variables for (3)). A similar favorable accounting occurs when comparing (3) with the "disaggregated logarithmic" formulation described in [22] . Additionally, when κ " 0, (3) is equivalent to the logarithmic formulations for continuous functions from [9, 21, 23] .
Relaxations of the annulus
The annulus is a set in the plane A " x P R 2ˇL ď ||x|| 2 ď U ( for constants L, U P R ě0 ; see the left side of Figure 2 for an illustration. A constraint of the form x P A might arise when modeling a complex number z " x 1`x2 i, as x P A bounds the magnitude of z as L ď |z| ď U . Such constraints arise in power systems optimization: for example, in the "rectangular formulation" [12] and the second-order cone reformulation [10, 14] of the optimal power flow problem 4 The mapping between Ť d i"1 T i and V is the natural extension of that in (2) where all breakpoints are duplicated. 5 A similar result can be obtained for the interval rt d{2`1 , t 3d{4`1 s.
and its voltage stability-constrained variant [4] , and the reactive power dispatch problem [6] . Another application is footstep planning in robotics [5, 13] , where L " U " 1, x " pcospθq, sinpθqq, and x must satisfy the trigonometric identity x 2 1`x 2 2 " 1. When 0 ă L ď U , A is a nonconvex set. Moreover, the annulus is not mixedinteger convex representable [15, 16] : that is, there do not exist mixed-integer formulations for the annulus even if we allow the relaxation R to be an arbitrary convex set. Foster [6] proposes a disjunctive relaxation for the annulus given aŝ
is a quadrilateral whose extreme points are
and v´1 " v 2d´1 for notational simplicity. We can in turn represent this disjunctive relaxation via the family of sets T " pT i " t2i`s4 u Figure 2 for an illustration. We start by applying Theorem 1 to construct an ideal MIP formulation with rlog 2 pdqs integer variables and 2rlog 2 pdqs inequality constraints. 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 1 after observing that D " tpi, i1 qu d´1 i"1 Y p1, dq and therefore that C " t˘e k u r k"1 , as the binary reflected Gray encoding is cyclic (h d´h1 " e 1 ).
[ \ We can also apply Theorem 1 using the zig-zag encoding to produce a MIP formulation for the annulus with rlog 2 pdqs integer variables and Oplog 2 pdqq general inequality constraints. Despite the modest increase in the number of constraints, the analysis of Huchette and Vielma [9] shows that the the zig-zag encoding enjoys the "incremental branching" behavior for univariate piecewise linear functions, leading to improved computational performance relative to the logarithmic formulation of Vielma et al. [22, 23] . Therefore, it may be the case that the zig-zag formulation for the annulus similarly outperforms the logarithmic formulation (5), despite the modest increase in the number of constraints.
